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Abstract. Patent applications are similarly structured worldwide. They consist of a cover page, a specification, claims, drawings (if necessary) and an abstract. In addition to their content (text, numbers and citations), all patent publications contain a relatively rich set of well-defined metadata. In the Arabic world, there is no North African or Arabian Intellectual Property Office and therefore no uniform collections of Arabic patents. In Tunisia, for example, there is no digital collection of patent documents and therefore no XML collections. In this context, we aim to create a TMF standardized model for scientific patents and develop a generator of XML patent collections having a uniform and easy to use structure. To test our approach, we will use a collection of XML scientific patent documents in three languages (Arabic, French, and English).
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1 Introduction

Works on how to define a database’s standard models are abundant in literature, especially in fields such as data warehouse. A standardized modeling terminological databases consists in integrating, homogenizing and giving terminology data a unique sense understandable by all users. It provides us a tool to integrate and merge terminology data from multiple source systems while improving terminology data quality and maintaining maximum interoperability between different applications. There are several standardized modeling terminological databases: TMF [4] and [5], TEI [11], etc.

One of the very rich in terminology work streams are the scientific patents. They are similar, for example, to a scale repository. They also cover several scientific and technical fields, while offering rich interdisciplinary relations. That is why we will need several terminological databases, one for each field.

In fact, scientists inventors are the best to present the technical words of a field. Since, when drafting their patent applications, they will carefully choose words and named entities of a specific domain. In addition, patents may contain extreme examples of noise, deliberately vague and misleading wording for the
title, abstract and claims while maintaining relatively standard technical terminologies in the body description of the patent. But on the other side, in the same field, there is a risk that terms will be represented in different ways from one patent to another.

Indeed, standardized modeling patent allows us to maintain a standard for the representation of texts in digital form, so that we protect patents data by bringing them in digital databases. It will provide a single common data model for all terminological data regardless of the data’s language, source, field, etc. Also, we will be able to build collections of uniform patents which facilitate the extraction and the exploitation of patents data and the extraction of links between valid terms. Standardized modeling patent ensure also interoperability between applications. Finally, it will allow us to easily enrich other terminological databases.

Another motivation was to decide which standard will we choose to model our terminological databases, which standard will best represent patents terms and which approach to use, onomasiological or semasiological approach?

Patents are available in different formats: Full text, PDF document, set of images, XML, etc. They have heterogeneous components that require different modelings. Also, patents have linguistic structures like text and titles, and non-linguistic structures like figures, citations, tables and formulas. In fields such as mechanics, automatic extraction based only on the text will fail.

In addition to the text, figures and citations information, all patent publications contain a relatively rich set of well-defined metadata. These metadata are often found in the cover page of patents and titles of figures and tables. To cope with the large volume of data and metadata, we will develop a patents terminological editor to generate terminological databases. This allows us to develop heuristics, based on metadata such as the applicant(s) name(s), the inventor(s) name(s) or priority documents, etc, for finding interesting documents.

The structure of the XML documents may be used for the processing performed to differentiate various elements according to their semantic. Thus, a section title, a summary, bibliographic data, or examples can be used to identify different aspects of the text. Indeed, scientific patents can be easily processed as XML documents. So we can treat their structures\(^1\) as a source of information.

We propose in this paper to treat the problem of extraction and operating information from a collection of Arabic scientific patents. In order to achieve this, we will propose a standardized model for multilingual patents and generate terminological databases from patent collections. It is an original idea because nobody treated terminology in Arabic patents in previous works.

Our learning collection includes a small number of multilingual patent documents. Each patent is associated with one of the three languages: Arabic, English, and French. In this paper, we will focus on the Arabic patents. Some of them have their translation in one (or two) of the other languages. Others have a translation of technical words or keywords of the invention and even a literal

---

\(^1\) Remind that an XML document is structured as a tree consisting of hierarchical elements which may have one or more attributes, the leaf nodes have information.
translation in the same paragraph. These translations are usually of a very high quality because they are made by professional human translators.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of the previous works. In section 3, we present our TMF standardized model for patents. Section 4 is devoted to the evaluation and discussion and we conclude and enunciate some perspectives in section 5.

2 Previous works

Information retrieval technics in multilingual patents are not lacking in previous works, the question is whether the results of this works remain valid if one expands the collection by documents into other languages (Arabic, for example), and if they will be affected by changing the type of the documents collection, calculating noise, redundancy, cost, precision, recall, silence, etc.

2.1 CLEF initiative

The most recent previous works have been performed under the CLEF initiative on non-Arabic patents. The CLEF [12] initiative 2000-2014 (Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum, formally known as Cross-Language Evaluation Forum) promotes research and stimulates development of multilingual and multimodal IR systems for European languages. It provides tracks to evaluate the performance of systems for: for example, from 2009, the intellectual property: The aim is to encourage and facilitate research in the field of data mining in patents by providing a large database of experimental data. This database is formed of patent documents from the European Patent Office and it is called MAREC (MAtrixware REsearch Collection) which is a standard corpus of patent data available for research purposes. It consists of 19 million of patent documents in different languages (English, French, German) in a standardized XML schema highly specialized.

Previous works [2], [3] and [8] were mainly based on purely statistical approaches. They used standard techniques of information retrieval and data extraction. But there are others who have worked on purely linguistic or hybrid approaches. [6] and [7] used claims section as a bag of words and information source. In [9], the authors developed multilingual terminological database called GRISP covering multiple technical and scientific fields from various open sources.

2.2 Comparison between various Intellectual property offices

Patent applications are similarly structured worldwide. They consist of a cover page, a description, claims [1], drawings (if necessary) and an abstract.

The cover page of a published patent document usually contains bibliographic data such as the title of the invention, the filing date, the priority date, the names and addresses of the applicant(s) and the inventor(s). It also has an
abstract, which briefly summarizes the invention, and a representative drawing. Bibliographic data are extremely useful for identifying, locating and retrieving patent documents. The patent description must describe the claimed invention and give technical informations. The claims determine the patentability and define the scope of the claimed invention.

The European Patent Office (EPO) [14] offers inventors a uniform procedure of application, and a register of multilingual patents (English, French, German). In the Arabic world, there is no North African or Arabian Intellectual Property Office and therefore no uniform collections of Arabic patents. In Tunisia, for example, the INNORPI [13] (National Institute for Standardization and Industrial Property) does not propose a digital collection of patent documents and therefore no XML collections.

As a result, Arabic patents have no unique structure. For the Tunisian patents, the cover page doesn’t have abstracts and patent documents could be in one of the three languages (Arabic, English or French). In the regional office for the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC Patent Office) [15], there is only Arabic patents and there is an Arabic abstract in the cover page. The layout of the description part varies also from place to place. For example, the summary and the background of the invention could not exist in some patent descriptions. The Tunisian patents themselves have no unique structure in that some of them have no abstract, have missing bibliographic data and even no cover page. For these reasons, a normalization phase for Arabic patents (e.g. Tunisian patents) is necessary.

3 TMF standardized model

The onomasiological terminological resources, usually go from one sense to the various embodiments of the term in different languages. Classic examples of onomasilogic dictionaries are thesaurus, synonym dictionaries, etc. The terminology is interested in what the term means: notions, concepts, and words or phrases that nominate. This is the notional approach. Ideally, a concept corresponds to one term and a term corresponds to a concept. Motivated from the industrial practice terminology, the Terminology Markup Framework (TMF, ISO 16642) was developed as a standard for these resources. This Standard also allows the modeling of lexical resources, but also contains a serialization, in this case, an XML format. So if we have onomasiological resources such as glossaries, thesaurus or words networks, we refer to TMF (ISO 16642) modelling.

In this paper, we treat patents as networks of terms and citations. So we consider that TMF is the most appropriate for patent modeling.

The meta-model (Fig. 1) of TMF is defined by a logical hierarchical levels. It thus represents a structural hierarchy of the relevant nodes in linguistic description. Each structural node or level can be described using basic or complex unit of information. The meta-model describes the main structural elements and

2 Certificates of Patents granted by the GCC Patent Office secure legal protection of the inventor’s rights in all Member States.
their internal connections. It is combined with data categories [10] from a data category selection (DCS). And finally, this model is matched with a model defined by the user. So we can appropriate the model according to our needs. The aim of the meta-model is to act as a reference regarding possible interoperability requirements. So it defines a principle of interoperability between two Terminological Mark-up Languages which guarantees equivalence since they are based on the same set of data categories. This principle is guaranteed thanks GMT (Generic Mapping Tool) (Fig. 2) advocated by TMF to allow passage between two TMLs.

In the following, we will present our TMF standardized model for bibliographic and application terminology. The structure of the patent can be divided into two parts: bibliographic data taken from the cover page and application data from the rest of the patent document. Fig. 3 shows the class diagram of
Fig. 3. The class diagram of patent bibliographic data.

Fig. 4. The class diagram of patent application data.
the patent bibliographic data in which all associations are a strong composition associations. It contains, Bibliographic Data class which includes the Filing Number and Date, the Publication Date and the Language and Type of the patent. Bibliographic Data object is associated with one or more Title of Invention in different languages, zero or more Priority patent applications, one or more Inventor(s) and Applicant(s), zero or one Representative and zero or more Internation Publications (PCT).

The Fig. 4 above shows the class diagram of the patent application data in which all associations are also a strong composition associations, because, if a composite is removed, all of its component parts will be removed with it. It presents, the association of the Invention class with one or more Abstract in different languages, one Claims and Description parts and zero or one Drawings part. The two above presented diagrams allow us to introduce a DTD for scientific Tunisian patents. The DTD given in the following is much more simple and basic than European patents DTD. In fact, European patents contain more bibliographic data.

```xml
<!ELEMENT Invention (Bibliographic_Data, Description, Claims, Drawings?, Abstract+) >
<!ATTLIST Invention
  State CDATA #IMPLIED
  Lang (AR|FR|EN) "AR"
  File CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Bibliographic_Data (Title_Invention+, Priority*, PCT?, Applicant+, Inventor+, Representative?) >
<!ATTLIST Bibliographic_Data
  Num_Filing CDATA #REQUIRED
  Date_Filing CDATA #REQUIRED
  Date_Publication CDATA #REQUIRED
  Lang (AR|FR|EN) "AR"
  Type CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Title_Invention ( #PCDATA ) >
<!ATTLIST Title_Invention Lang (AR|FR|EN) "AR" >
<!ELEMENT Priority EMPTY >
<!ATTLIST Priority
  Priority_Num CDATA #REQUIRED
  Priority_Date CDATA #REQUIRED
  Priority_State CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT PCT EMPTY>  
<!ATTLIST PCT
  Application_Num CDATA #REQUIRED
  Application_Date CDATA #REQUIRED
  Publication_Num CDATA #REQUIRED
  Publication_Date CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Applicant EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Applicant
```
A terminological record is a structured presentation that allows us to provide all information relating to a term in a clear and orderly way. Our terminological record includes: the entry identifier, subject field, definition, term, sub-term, synonym, example and abbreviation. Fig. 5 shows an example of bibliographic terminological entry (Title of invention) in the form of an XML document conforming GMT in the three languages (French, Arabic and English).

4 Evaluation and Discussion

Our main obstacle is that the structure of patents differs from an intellectual property office or institute to another in the Arabic world. The cover page of a Tunisian patent differs from the Egyptian or Moroccan patent cover page.

We conducted a TMF modeling for multilingual patents based on the forms of patents published in the Arabic world in general and precisely in Tunisia.

We did not have a collection of documents in digital form because it is not the official in Tunisia for example. So we created our small collection of multilingual patents from various fields to generate our terminology database.

To cope with the large volume of patents data and metadata, we developed a patents terminological editor to automatically generate terminological databases.
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This will enable us to facilitate the extraction and information retrieval tasks from the cover pages (metadata), and the other parts (data) of patents. The results of our terminological database are presented in Table 1. It concerns Tunisian and Gulf Arabic patents and it can be easily merged with other terminological databases. We hope that our terminology database will improve patent search.

**Table 1.** Over view of the number of terms in our terminological database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection</th>
<th>Number of Patents</th>
<th>Number of terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Full text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNORPI</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCCPO</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our terminological database contains terms of different technical and scientific fields and various patents with different structures. We can distinguish two categories of terms: the scientific and technical terms and the other terms. Scientific and technical terms in their turn were divided according to their technical and scientific fields.
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a TMF modeling for Arabic patents which provide us a single common data model for all terminological data and we developed a patents terminological editor to automatically generate terminological databases. In future, we plan to enlarge our patents collection and then our terminological database. Patent documents are often difficult to understand and have a variety of structures. So, we aim to develop a patent editor which automatically generates a collection of XML patent documents having a similar structure. It will facilitate the task of terms and keywords extraction. We will merge several terminology databases of patents. We aim to better extract information from a collection of multilingual scientific patents and to combine onomasiological and semasiological models. We are also developing a new annotation procedure, to annotate our learning and test collections.
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